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1. Generalities 

Origin 
The Multiscale Analysis Sofware for Multiband Astronomical Images (MASMAI) is a set of 
programs allowing reducing a set of astronomical images observed with different photometric 
bands. Many programs are adapted from old packages, like the STII (Système de Traitement 
Interactif des Images) system written during the period 1974-1988, first with PDP11/40 and 
then developed on Vaxs.  

Some programs were first written in Fortran IV, on a RT11 system (1974-1984). The main 
contributors were A.Bijaoui & Ch.Ounnas at Nice Observatory.  Many of them were adapted 
and developed in DEC F77, by A.Bijaoui, G.Mars & E.Slezak, with the VMS system, in 
particular with the help of B.D’Agostinoz and D.Césarski (Meudon Observatory). This 
package was mainly used during the period 1981-1994.  New adaptations, essentially done by 
A.Bijaoui & E.Slezak, were done with DEC F77 with the Ultrix system on DEC Alpha-
station (1993-1997). After 1997, conversions to the MS Windows xx system were done by 
A.Bijaoui using the DEC compiler, mainly in DEC f77.  

A new study was done by Aline Martin in 2005 to get a program structure easily portable on 
different platforms, in the context of the Virtual Observatory. 

The Program structure  
The new program structure was designed in order to: 

• Execute the program with a command line, with different arguments which can written 
in any order; 

• Apply on data sets without a predefinition of their size limits; 

• Be apply on images written in the classical Fits format 

• Easily transport on another platform using f90 

• Keep all the information concerning the program execution into a log file. 

A. Martin designed a preliminary structure with F90 specificities like namelists or modules. 
After experiments, these specificities were abandoned and the structure was stabilized by 
A.Bijaoui. 

The Program architecture 
Let us consider the Stat_Image program: 
! The Program instruction > Not necessary 
    Program Stat_image 
! All the used variables have to de declared 
    Implicit none 
! The Option array contains the parameters introduced in the command line  
    Character(Len=100) option(50) 
! Nom, Nom2 and Out are file names used further 
! String: variable containing a sentence of 80 char. max. 
! Mouch: name of the log file 
    Character(Len=80) Nom,nom2,out,string,mouch 
    Integer stat,iBP,NIter,iPas,Nkeys,I,IIter,Iparam,Jparam,Kparam,Imask,Ios 
    Real FClip,Eps 
! Declaration of the allocatable array Statval. 
! The array size will be adapted to the image 
    Real, dimension(:), allocatable :: StatVal 
! A value needed for the Fits file (Real* values) 
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    Ibp=-32 
! The command line (after the program name) is extracted         
    Call getline(nkeys,option) 
! Nkeys contains the number of words after the command name     
    if (nkeys.eq.0) then 
! If nothing is written after the program name the command syntax is given 
      Write(*,*) 'Syntax : -i image -m mask -n iteration -c clip_factor -e Eps -s step  -o 
outputfile -l logfile' 
      Write(*,*) 'Some statistical parameters of an or a part of an image'  
! For each parameter the default value is indicated 
! There values may be changed by the corresponding arguments in the command 
      Write(*,*) '-i image : name of the image to be process (no def.)' 
      Write(*,*) '-m mask name of the optional mask (def. no mask)' 
      Write(*,*) '-n Iteration: number of iterations with rejection (def. 10)' 
      Write(*,*) '-c Clip_Factor: halfsize in sigma of the interval (def. 3)' 
      Write(*,*) '-e Precision: precision thresholding (def. 0.001)' 
      Write(*,*) '-s Step: step between two pixels (def. 1)' 
      Write(*,*) '-o outputfile : file containing the last statistical values (def. stat.lst)' 
      Write(*,*) '-l logfile : logfile (def. mouch.lis)'  
      STOP 
     endif 
! The parameter values by default 
 Niter=10 
 Fclip=3. 
 Eps=0.001 
 Ipas=1 
 Nom='' 
 Nom2='' 
 Out='stat.lst' 
 Mouch='mouch.lis' 
! The nkeys values are examined 
       do i=1,nkeys,2 
           if(option(i).eq.'-i')nom =option(i+1)            
           if(option(i).eq.'-m')nom2=option(i+1) 
           if(option(i).eq.'-n')Read(option(i+1),*) Niter 
           if(option(i).eq.'-c')Read(option(i+1),*) Fclip 
           if(option(i).eq.'-s')Read(option(i+1),*) iPas 
           if(option(i).eq.'-e')Read(option(i+1),*) Eps 
           if(option(i).eq.'-o')out=option(i+1) 
           if(option(i).eq.'-l')mouch=option(i+1) 
        enddo 
! It can be noted that the values are extracted whatever their order. 
! If we write a word not in the list, it is not taken into account 
! The keys are written by couple 
 
! This instruction allows to open the log file > unit 11 
     Call Debut('stat_image',mouch) 
! The message to indicate the program nature 
     Call WC('Some statistical parameters of an or a part of an image') 
! Test on a parameter 
     if ( Nom2 == '' ) then 
        imask=0 
      else  
        call WC('Mask          :'//Trim(nom2)) 
        imask=1 
      endif 
! The WC routine allows one to write a character string  
! The parameter values are written on the display and in the log  
     call WC('Image File          : '//Trim(nom)) 
     call WI('Number of iterations',Niter,1) 
     Call WR('Clip factor         ',Fclip,1) 
     Call WR('Precision limit     ',Eps,1) 
     Call WI('Step between pixels ',iPas,1) 
 
 !************************************************************************** 
! The StatVal array ke be now allocate 
      allocate(StatVal(15*NIter),stat=ios) 
      if (ios /= 0) stop " STOP allocation error" 
! Call to the subroutine which executes the algorithm     
      call calst (Nom,Nom2,iBP,StatVal,NIter,FClip,Eps,iMask,iPas) 
! The resulting data file is opened 
      open(unit=11,file=out) 
      Call WC('Statistical values  : '//Trim(out))  
      Call WC(' ') 
      DO IIter = 1,NIter 
          Write(string,"(' ---- Iter: ',I)")IIter 
          Call WC(string) 
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          IParam =  1 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          JParam =  6 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          KParam = 11 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          write(string,*),'  NPix / fractions:',StatVal(IParam,StatVal(JParam) 
     call WC(string) 
          IParam = 12 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          JParam = 13 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          Write(String,*)'  Extrema         :',StatVal(IParam),StatVal(JParam) 
          Call WC(string) 
          IParam =  2 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          JParam =  7 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          write(string,*),'  Mean / err      :',StatVal(IParam),StatVal(JParam) 
    call WC(string) 
    if(iiter.eq.niter) then 
            write(11,*) StatVal(IParam)   
          endif 
          IParam =  3 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          JParam =  8 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          write(string,*),'  Deviation / err :',StatVal(IParam),StatVal(JParam) 
          call Wc(string) 
   if(iiter.eq.niter) then 
            write(11,*) StatVal(IParam)        
          endif 
          IParam =  4 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          JParam =  9 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          KParam = 14 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          write(string,*),'  Skewness / err  :',StatVal(IParam),StatVal(JParam) 
    call WC (string)          
     if(iiter.eq.niter) then 
            write(11,*) StatVal(IParam)        
          endif 
          IParam =  5 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          JParam = 10 + 15*(IIter-1) 
          KParam = 15 + 15*(IIter-1) 
    write(string,*),'  Kurtosis / err  :',StatVal(IParam),StatVal(JParam) 
          call WC (string) 
    if(iiter.eq.niter) then 
            write(11,*) StatVal(IParam)        
         endif 
     ENDDO 
 
     close(11) 
     deallocate(StatVal,STAT=stat) 
     if (stat /= 0) stop 'stat_image, Desallocation Problem StatVal' 
! To close the log file 
      Call Lafin('Stat_image') 
      end program Stat_image 
 

Here the instruction set related to the FITS images is contained in the subroutine. 

2. The OVNLIB 
In the MASMAI software the specific library OVNLIB is used. This library is composed of 3 
parts. 

The command line routines 
Getline 
It is the main routine: 
    Call Getline(Nkeys,Option) 

Option must be declared as: 
    character (Len=100),dimension(50)::option 

Nkeys is the number of arguments after the program name. 

 

Read_para, get_value, getc_option, getf_option, geti_option, err_option are complementary 
routines which are not used in the present MASMAI software. 
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The routines allowing writing in the log file 
The routines are contained in the Uio_all.f90 file. They correspond to successive 
transcriptions of routines previously written by A.Bijaoui & Ch.Ounnas. The main further 
contributors were D.Cesarsky, E.Slezak, A.Martin, A.Adili and A.Bijaoui. This file contains 
all the routines needed to write in the log file: 

Debut 
    Call Debut(Prognam,Mouch)  

The input arguments are declared as 
    Character Prognam*(*), Mouch*(*) 

The routine opens the log file (logical unit=11), named Mouch, and write the following string: 
ProgNam on ‘day’th ‘month’’ year’ at ‘hour’h ‘minute’mn ‘second’s 
 
Lafin 
    Call Lafin(Prognam)  

The input Prognam argument is declared as 
    Character Prognam*(*) 

The routine closes the log file (logical unit=11 after writing the following string: 
ProgNam End at ‘hour’h ‘minute’mn ‘second’s 
 
WC 
    Call WC(String)  

The input String argument is declared as 
    Character String*(*) 

The routine writes on the screen and in the log the String value. 

WR 
    Call WR(Prompt,Array,Nval)  

The input String arguments are declared as 
    Character Prompt*(*) 
    Integer Nval 
    Real Array(Nval)  

The routine writes on the screen and in the log the prompt value and the array ones, in the best 
available real format 

If Nval is equal to 1 or 2, the values are written after the prompt. For more values, they are 
written below the prompt values. 

WI 
    Call WI(Prompt,Array,Nval)  

The input String arguments are declared as 
    Character Prompt*(*) 
    Integer Nval 
    Integer Array(Nval)  

The routine writes on the screen and in the log the prompt value and the array ones, in the best 
available integer format 

If Nval is equal to 1 or 2, the values are written after the prompt. For more values, they are 
written below the prompt values. 

The routine RC was also content in the uio_all.f90 file, but it is not used in the MASMAI 
program. 
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The routines associated to the FITS images 
The FITS images are created, opened, written and read using the standard fitsio routines. The 
corresponding library can be got easily at the NASA Goddard institute. 

Nevertheless some routines were added to simplify the image management. 

Dfits 
    Call Dfits(Image)  

The input String argument is declared as: 
    Character Image*(*) 

The routine deletes the image file named Image, if it exists. 

Cfits 
    Call Cfits(Nom,Lu,Comment,Nc,Nl,Dx,Dy,Xd,Yd,Bp)  

The arguments are declared as: 
    Character Nom*(*)  ! Name of the fits image 
    Integer Lu   ! Value of the logical unit 
    Character(Len=60) Comment ! The comment value is written in the fits header 
    Nc    ! Number of columns per line 
    Nl    ! Number of image lines 
    Dx    ! Sampling step for the columns 
    Dy    ! Sampling step for the lines 
    Xd    ! Abscissa of the first point (column=1) 
    Yd    ! Ordinate of the first point (line=1) 
    Bp    ! Number of bits per pixel.  
! BP > 0 integer image values 
! BP < 0 real image values   

All the arguments are input ones. 

Ofits 
    Call Ofits(Lu,Nom,BP,Comment,Nc,Nl,Dx,Dy,Xd,Yd,Bp)  

The arguments are declared as: 
    Integer Lu   ! Value of the logical unit  
    Character Nom*(*)  ! Name of the fits image 
    Bp    ! Number of bits per pixel.  
    Character(Len=60) Comment ! The comment value is read from the fits header 
    Nc    ! Number of columns per line 
    Nl    ! Number of image lines 
    Dx    ! Sampling step for the columns 
    Dy    ! Sampling step for the lines 
    Xd    ! Abscissa of the first point (column=1) 
    Yd    ! Ordinate of the first point (line=1) 

Lu, Nom are input arguments, while BP, Comment, Nc, Nl, Dx, Dy, Wd, Yd are output ones. 

 

Other fitsio routines are used for the fits handling. The user has to examine the Fitsio 
cookbook for their use 

 


